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A story of Radiant Networking:  October 2003—April 2011 
by Anne Stadler 

 

 
 

Out be ond ideas of right doing and wrong doing, there is a field. I ll meet ou there.  - Rumi 

 
This is a story of Radiant Networking as it has been experienced by me, Anne Stadler.  I came to this as a 

       B dd a  b  a c c , a :  W a   a c -creative, conscious 
collective?   
 
In the course of that inquiry I learned that I am here at this time on earth for the purpose of being part of such a 
collective.  I was led to Fluent Communication, and thence to radiant networking. 
 
In describing the Universe, Physicist David Bohm says order exists at all levels of the unfolding dynamic 
cosmos.  Implicate order is what we call the unseen world of Spirit. Explicate order is what we can see and 
apprehend with our five senses.   
 
The Radiant Net exists as a level of implicate order, resonating as light, maintaining a constant framework for 
the radiance at the heart of all material (explicate) forms on the earth plane. It was referred to in Indian 

 a  I d a  N . A   ca  :  a  b    a  a  a a   c  b  
living in union with the sacred, they become radiant networkers, conscious creators in the evolutionary impulse 
of Universal Consciousness.  
 
Co-creative collective consciousness emerges through Divine guidance. 
  
Anyone who has experienced intuition, an accurate hunch, a gut feeling, has been shown his/her inborn 
capacity for Divine guidance--or knowing spiritual truth.  All humans rely on Gnosis, higher Self, the Universal 
guidance system.  Our bodies are constantly receiving information and guidance from Gnosis.  We are 
resonating with evolving cosmic consciousness.  It is through our conscious awareness of Universal 
Consciousness residing within us that consciousness expands on the planetary plane.  We express our 
awareness in moment to moment, daily acts of creation. 
 
Fluent Communication   a a   b d     S .  I   a  ac c   d  

 a d a a     a  b d / d/  c c .  U  a d ,  a c  
sense, for verification, one retrieves spiritual Truths and accesses guidance beyond intellectual knowing, in the 
mundane conduct of life as well as in relation to substantive and spiritual matters.     
 
Fluent Communication acknowledges the energetic nature of being, recognizing that what appears material are 
actually energetic patterns resonating with the planetary and cosmic fields.  By using a pendulum, and/or 

     ,  ca  ab  acc   d  U a  C c  ch animates all.  
In so doing, one can release systems of belief that separate; unite with the Universal Guidance system; and 
live in the flow of life force. 
 
The quantum physics observation that the observer is part of the result can be experienced in human 
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transformation as follows: As one participates in the transformation of any issue, your level of consciousness 
as the observer/participant, is crucial to the experience which takes place. If your level of consciousness is 
gnostic, the experience is one of unification/wave-like, transforming the whole being, down to the cellular level. 
It is experienced in a unification, supported frame of reference as ease or flow, rather than as separateness. If 
your consciousness as the observer/participant is at the consensus reality level, you experience the 
transformation from the point of view of separation, as a particle, with the attendant feelings of fear, 
abandonment, etc. In the Fluent experience of working in circle, all are receiving from the gnostic level. 
Therefore, as each one maintains that level of consciousness, the experience is perceived as communion and 
consistent opening to life force. 
 
Relationship of Fluent Communication with Sacred Mayan Calendars and Radiant Networking: 
 
In the cosmic context, I am 16.5 Billion years old.  My DNA contains information generated at the time the 
Universe was formed. As I embrace my cosmic origin, I am intimately connected to the planet and to all life. My 

   a c c     c . I a  , a  ndividual particle of Universal Creation, and 
O , a  b d   U a  C c  a   b  a d . A  c , I a c a   ALL 

life.  I am Spirit evolving materially in Holy Time.   
 
The Mayans represented this essential holographic connection in their Sacred calendars.  These were gifted to 
the Mayans as a form of divine embodiment. They are a metaphor of Holy Time which represents the 
relationship between individual expression of Universal Creation and the cosmic/planetary expression of 
Universal Consciousness.  Their relevance to the transformation of consciousness now occurring on planet 
Earth is described in detail by Dr. Carl Johan Calleman in his book, The Mayan Calendar and the 
Transformation of Consciousness. 
 
Fluent Communication first came into the world during the mid-point of Day Two of the Galactic cycle of the 
Mayan Calendar (Germination: the expansive push of the new consciousness.) as a small circle of people 
came together to learn Fluency: a divining practice Marilyn Overcast had been receiving for several years and 
was now allowed to share with others. 
 
Fluent Communication is based on the principle of Self-expression: I am responsible for my own life and 
everything I experience in it.  I create my experience and I am responsible for re-creating all aspects that do 
not serve me optimally.  I understand that while I am one, I am also an integral part of the One whole.  Thus as 
I express mySelf, I am not separate, I am co-creating the evolution of All.   
 
You create   a    S   a d a , a d  a a  d c  a  
back to you.  As you become centered in Divine Essence, you experience and express your uniqueness in 
ways that authentically reflect the all-seeing all-knowing loving expression of your nature.  And you become 
part of the flow of creation. 
 
Mid-point in the Third Night of the Mayan Tun Calendar (Sprouting: Inner assimilation of established new 
consciousness), Fluent Communication energetically aligned with o  d     a d 
moved from the Northwest in 2004. April 2004 marked the first Fluency workshop outside Seattle, in 
Albuquerque New Mexico. September 2004, a fluently received call for radiant networking drew people to Pune 
India (concurrent with Sept. 15th, mid-point in the Tzolkin Round of the Third Day/Night cycle and toward the 
end of Night Three).  
 
Fluent Communication has been called to increased visibility as the Fourth Day has progressed. Workshops 
have been held in New Mexico, California, Pacific Northwest, Texas. And people who practice Fluent 
Communication have been called to cleanse energy lines in many sacred places, such as Iona, Scotland, 
Northern Ireland, the U.K., Hawaii, and New Mexico.  
 
As the Fourth Night (Cleansing and purification. Bridge-building to prepare for expansion of new 
consciousness.) began, practitioners of Fluent Communication were guided to remember and express our 
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presence as creators, forerunners of creative community life.   
 
[fluent guidance]  

As those who receive information through Fluent Communication calm the energies within, they 
rediscover their divine essence, assisting others in expressing their gift to the world. 

 
Fluent Communication and Radiant Networking: 
 
Anne Stadler began fluently receiving information about the Radiant Net in October 2003.  Mid-Sept. 2004 in 
Pune, was the first articulated invitation to gather light workers for manifesting Radiant Net on planet.  Other 
information re. Radiant Net came during both 2004 and 2005.  This information emphasized the divine gift 
exchange at the heart of radiant networking.  
 
A Brief Story of the Collective Exploration of Radiant Networking 
 
SEPTEMBER 2004 

 
People gathered in Panchgani near Pune India for four days of living collectively in guidance.   
 
This was the call to which we responded: 

We call you to join us in Pune India, Sept. 17 20th, 2004, to make the Quantum Leap into full 
responsibility for co-creating the world we want to live in. 
 
This gathering is created in response to this message from Universal Consciousness: 
 
   We call all who know themselves to be the light bearers: healers, leaders, artisans, teachers, 
visionaries to show up fully in magnificent diversity asking only that you bring your gifts and from that 
exchange of gifts you begin to co-create (with us) the Radiant Net of Receiving Centers which will 
communicate with us in a collective consciousness bringing peace, joy and abundance alive on the 
planet Earth. 
    The Radiant Net is nascent, yet present, wherever people are receiving direct guidance from God 
consciousness.  It is profoundly needed at this moment in Earth history for it has been shrouded in 
darkness and transmuting in the muck for eons.   
   You are asked to make a Quantum Leap to build capacity for the emergence of the Radiant Net, 
also known in antiquit  as Indra s Net.  The Radiant Net is a network of light beings doing their work in 
the world.  You are ready to connect , and in that connection,  raise the consciousness of all beings on 
the planet. 
   In Pune we call you to come together to co-create what is needed to provide the material form, 
sustenance, connection and expand the light. 
   There is no time to spare, and there is all the time in the world.  
 
We will self-organize, using Open Space Technology, so that we have maximum connection to the flow 

 S .  
 
And we came: 40 or more people an international group from a number of countries.  I opened the gathering 
b  ad   Ca  I d c d.  A d I c d I d d   a      DO  d d I  
anything more about the Radiant Net.  I only knew we were to speak and act from guidance as best we could 
and see what emerged.  
 
As we Introduced ourselves around the circle, it became apparent that none of us knew Why or for What 
purpose? all were simply there to offer their gifts and see what happened. 
 
A bust of Gandhi watched over us from one end of the large room.  At the other was a windowed wall of 
French doors leading outside, on which we posted our offerings for formal gatherings.  
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We used the simple format of Open Space Technology to Self-organize our time together.  
 
After welcoming introductions, we were inspired by music from A Cappella-- a singing group who happened to 
be staying at Panchgani for another purpose.  Arun Wakhlu, one of the Convenors of our gathering, invited 
them to join us to launch our first evening together. After an uplifting and joyous musical offering, they decided 
to spend another day with us.  These young men were students at a nearby Christian business college in 
Pune.  Many were Africans whose countries and families had been devastated by tribal warfare.  They showed 
us how spirit enlivens and moves bodies and emotions from silence to joyful noise. 
 
Music became a stream of communion during the entire time we were together.  One evening, an impromptu 
talent show emerged.  Offerings ranged from drumming, and story telling to belly dancing, and torch singing.  
Another night, four of us sang our way through doing the dishes with hit tunes from Broadway musicals, 
engaging everyone else as they and their music moved from the kitchen sink into the great hall. 
 
A small group convened formally to feel their way into musical communication: toning, improvising, being 
guided in the moment to expression through the vibrations of sound. 
 
The youngest among us a sixteen year old woman from Pune offered a session on expressing the Soul via 
a .  S  d  c c  b  c : I d  ac a   a   Here are the tools (gesturing to 

a ,  a d c a ).  I    b   c   d a , a d  d a  a   .   
As we did this, magic happened.  More and more people showed up to participate. As we completed our 
pictures and sat to reflect on them, she suggested each one speak about his/her experience as we gazed at 
the drawing.  A field of loving appreciation grew and grew.  We posted our Soul portraits in the hallway through 
which we passed daily: walking under the regard of these loving reminders of the interior beauty each brings 
into the world. 
 
At one point people convened a formal effort to do an assessment of the gifts and resources assembled.  I 
walked into the gathering as people were politely arguing over which method to use in the assessment.  As the 
c a  a   c a  , I a d a d   da c :  W a    a     d  a  

 ?    I :  A   c .  A    .   W c  I d d.  W   c  c c d d,  
was a palpable sense of relief and hilarity.  Collective wisdom emerged: no assessment was required.  All that 
was needed was continuing the free offering and exchange of gifts. 
 
The natural world played its role in our conversations:  it rained.  It thundered and lightening flickered.  It 
cleared and the sun shone.  People climbed the trails to the top of the hill behind our retreat center looking 
out over the vast prospect of steep hills and deep valleys.  This place was a palpable spiritual center.  We 
learned that many spiritual masters had walked these hills and valleys, communing with the rocks, plants and 
animals. 
 
S    a d: a   d Rad a  N  a ?  W   c a   d  b  a  a a . 
Should it be a website?  There was agreement among several of us: Arun Wakhlu, Mark Jones, and Candi 
F , P  H a , A  S ad , S a  O C , (a d a  , F  a d V  H , a d Ma  
O ca ) a   d b  d   a   , c  a d a  a  a    d d. 
 
Radiant NetworkING was the result NO organization, NO centers, NO form, simply opening to the unknown.  
The appropriate form, if any, would emerge when the time was right.   
 
JANUARY 2005 

 
F      M a a a  Va    M , S a  O C s ranch.  It was snowy outside.  Nearby, in 
the woods, was a shrine to Our Lady Mary.  For a day and a half, we listened and talked, asking what is 
Rad a  N ?  A    I d c d d  a  a   a  O  Lad  , a d c d  
guidance: 
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[fluent guidance]  

Radiant Networking is a gift exchange, honoring, supporting, and amplifying the life force in any 
situation, relationship, or place on the planet. 

 
AUGUST 2005 
 
[fluent guidance]  

All life is a gift exchange of abundant proportions.  What is needed is that you very simply love yourself, 
show up for what you love, offer your gifts in service to all and re-member the ONE.  You are never 
separate-- you are always One with All.   
 
What is the collective form which arises from this? Imagine the Big Bang:  starting with One, then 
separated into m riad shining individual holograms, each distinctive because of its original medicine , 
each One because of its origin.  Each with a special gift to bring into co-creating collective life.  Indra s 
Net: a net of jewels, all distinctive, yet all fractals of each other. 
 
 Co-creating is simply re-membering. The result is community. 
 
That is the radiant net. Love made visible. 

 
NOVEMBER 2005 
 
[fluent guidance]  

In order to DO radiant networking, your radiance must BE bright and consistent, no matter what the 
material circumstances of life. 
 
Each of you--and all others who have received information about the Radiant Net-- have been 
undergoing a period of cleansing, clarification, and purification. You will be continuing this process 
during 2006, as there is more to come. 
 
Anne is asking: Is it optimal for the collective circle calling itself Radiant Networking to have material 
form?  The answer at this time is NO, as none of you is yet able to sustain radiance consistently. 
 
Each of you has been, and is, presented with work of utmost importance to your own evolution and the 
evolution of all. You will be attracting yet more of this as 2006 progresses. Your commitment to BE 
radiance will guide you to choose what fosters the divine gift exchange of radiant networking.  
Radiant networking requires that you live in guidance, if you do not already do so, with the intention of 
BEING radiance.  
 
We welcome your expression of identity as Spirit living a material life. You are an embodied cosmic 
being. Your DNA contains the information which gave rise to the cosmos. It is time to honor all guises 
you have embodied and release all attachments. 

 
We continued to gather, to explore the Mystery with our companions: human and non-human.  Here is an 
excerpt from our invitation to come to Ojo Caliente May 23 28th, 2006 
 

Y  a  d     M    F  C ca  c a  a d 
unseen helpers.   

We will sit in circle as points of inspiration and through inspiration receive what is necessary to 
support the energies that have made this experience available to us.  We will unravel the 
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ad    a  ,    , a d b d   c   
universal truth as seen in the light of love.  

Many places on planet have a deep connection to Source AND human yearning to be one with 
Source.  The heartbeat of mother earth is felt in those physical environments.  The energies of 
the animal and spirit world join in harmony at these locations. These places want to participate 

  a  a d a  a a .  

  
  
FEBRUARY 2006 

 
An excerpt from my posting on the Collective Wisdom Initiative website: 
 

Taking responsibility for what you love and living from inner guidance orients your individual intention 
toward what spirit (or the implicate order) wants to happen. As divine guidance manifests within each 
individual, all collective relationships are elevated to higher levels of vibration/consciousness/wisdom.  A 
relationship circle is the receiving/transmitting dish for the emergence of collective wisdom via individual 

  a .  I    a  c   c . 
 
Community, communicate:  The roots of the word guide one to the way.  From the La :  c , a  

;  , a  .  C  a  a  c a ,  a  .  So how do we share 
gifts?? We show up for our own gifts, offer them in service, invite and welcome the gifts of everyone attracted, 
and/or in the circle with us.  Simple. 
 
I    a   c c  ,  b  d d  ac c  S -organizing in the moment to 

    c c  .  W  a  b  d d  a   c c  ac c    
hinge times   Ma a  Ca da  (  Ca  J a  Ca a  ), a d c a  a ca  so 
that we are living in direct harmonic resonance with the larger evolutionary field.  
   
At this moment in the history of the planet, how do you wish to participate in the evolutionary flow? 
 
A fluent answer to this question seems to have come forth in the guidance received in March 2011 by Jeff 
VanDerClute. 
 
[fluent guidance]  

The entire web of life on earth is being challenged by the cumulative effects of human unconsciousness. 
The survival of the human family depends upon our awakening to a state of consciousness wherein our 
fundamental unity and divinity are experienced and our actions are aligned with the well-being of all of Life. 
 

A collaboration circle has emerged to answer the Divine call at this time of global transformation and 
opportunity. Radically open to the compassionate will of Unified Consciousness, a growing number of 
committed individuals are sourcing, together, the means of bringing coherence, resonance, and deep healing 
into the world. Each of us is offering our greatest gifts of music, spoken wisdom, multi-media, and sacred 
technologies (for instance, online circles of resonance) in service of the Great Awakening. 
 
The fundamental premise of the Wisdom Collaborative is that Unified Consciousness is guiding us, as we open 
our hearts and listen, through experiences of resonance and synchronicity, toward the actions and insights that 
will address the greatest challenges of our times. We have chosen to listen so that we may participate in the 
transformation of human consciousness, and with it the structures of our civilization. 
  
It is possible for humanity to live in peace and prosperity on this beautiful gem of a planet. Collective 
illumination is possible now. What can we do to shine together? 
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